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RADIOMAT B-PLUS, FULL
SPEED BLUE
MEDLINK IMAGING

Radiomat B-Plus is a full speed
blue sensitive film that
provides a wide range of
system speeds when used with
blue-emmitting rare-earth and
calcium tungstate intensifying screens. It provides
excellent detail with high contrast. 

100/Box
9508538  15 cm x 30 cm [EBAUM]
9508522   5" x 12" [EBA33]
9508530  8" x 10" [EBA45]

BITEWING LOOPS
DENTSPLY RINN

Rinn Bitewing Loops are made from heavy-duty
paperboard. They are used for bitewing films 
size 2. 

500/Box
8850362  Size 2 [14-1027]

1500/Box
8850364  Size 2 [14-3027]

BITEWING TABS,
PITTSBURGH 
PITTSBURGH SPECIALTY CO.

Pittsburgh Bitewing Tabs are used 
to examine teeth with a single
exposure X-ray.

100/Pkg.
8160250   [8160250]

COMFORTWAND
DENTSPLY RINN

ComfortWand is
designed to fit comfortably in
challenging spaces. The Comfortwand is a
universal holder that works with size 1, 1.5 and 2
sensors and allows for easy and accurate
placement for vertical and horizontal interoral
images. The soft elastic straps cover the hard
sensor corners while securely holding the sensor
during the radiograph. 

Holder 
8850044  [550521]
8850046  3/Pkg. [550523]

BITEWING TABS
CROSSTEX

Bitewing Tabs are self-adhesive,
latex-free tabs that ensure accurate,
distortion free bitewing radiographs
and patient comfort. They attach easily to 
both adult and pediatric x-ray films. The tabs 
hold securely when patients close their mouth. 

500/Pkg.
9325302   [YBT]

BITEWING TABS
TEMREX

Bitewing Tabs from Temrex are used to hold dental
X-ray film in its appropriate position. The scored
loops open easily. 

550/Box
8480220  [2450]

BITEWING TABS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Bite Wing Tabs are 
self-adhesive, pressure type tabs
for use with all sizes of periapical
dental x-ray film. They are offered in boxes of 500. 

500/Box
9502040

2-IN-1 FILM HOLDER
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s 2-in-1 Film Holder offers an easy, sanitary
way to position and hold film. The unique angled
grip means no fingers in the mouth and no bend in
the film. Darby’s 2-in1 Film Holders are fully
autoclavable and sold in packages of three. 

3/Pkg.
9520965

BITEWING LOOPS
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s Bitewing Loops work
well with all styles and
brands of periapical dental 
x-ray film. These easy to use
loops are available in both
paper and polysoft material in adult and pedo
sizes and are sold in boxes of 500. 

500/Pkg.
9502030  Adult
9502032  Child
9502036  Adult Polysoft

FILM HOLDERS/
POSITIONERS

ADHESIVE BITEWING TABS
DENTSPLY RINN

Dentsply's Adhesive Bitewing Tabs are self-
adhesive tabs that affix to film packet. They can 
be used horizontally or vertically and fits any 
film size. 

500/Box
9325208   [14-0500]

BAI (BISECTING ANGLE
INSTRUMENTATION)
DENTSPLY RINN

The Bisecting Angle
Instrumentation (BAI) is an
angled biteblock designed
specifically to achieve short
cone technique x-rays.

Biteblocks, 25/Pkg.
8850280  Anterior [54-0919]
8850285   Posterior [54-0920]

COVER-COZEE SILICONE
BITEWING HOLDER
DENTSPLY RINN

The Cover-Cozee Silicone Bitewing Holder is for
Size 2 Film. It covers sharp edges of the film for a
more comfortable experience. The bite surface is a
soft and resilient silicone for extended life.

10/Pkg.
8852210   [540510]

DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 
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